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Overview 

156 aging diesel school buses across 

Kentucky were replaced with new hybrid-

electric school buses with an average of 

35% greater fuel efficiency.  Federal and 

state funding of approximately $28 million 

provided the incremental cost of the 

hybrid system to Kentucky school districts 

ordering new buses through the Hybrid 

Horsepower for Kentucky Schools project.    

The purpose of the four year project was to provide real world performance data and 

engage and educate diverse stakeholders from industry, school systems, and the 

community.  Bus procurement ran from 2009-2011, mileage and fuel data were tracked 

from 2010-2013, and education and engagement was ongoing from project 

implementation in mid-2009 to project completion in December 2013.  

The project resulted in a large publicly available dataset tracking the monthly mileage 

and fuel used by each hybrid bus across a variety of topographies and urban and rural 

routes; multi-disciplinary hybrid-electric school bus elementary and secondary 

education curricula; training programs for first responders, drivers, and technicians; and 

real life bus and hybrid system performance experience that can be leveraged by 

manufacturers to improve future performance. 

The Hybrid Horsepower for Kentucky Schools project was funded by the U.S. 

Department of Energy and the Kentucky Department of Education.  It was executed in 

partnership with the Kentucky Clean Fuels Coalition, Eaton, ThomasBuilt Bus, 

International Bus, and the National Energy Education Development (NEED) project.  
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Background 

About the Project 

In 2009 the Kentucky Clean Fuels 

Coalition, a 501(c)3 nonprofit and U.S. 

Department of Energy Clean Cities 

partner, collaborated with the Kentucky 

Department of Education to apply for a 

$12.98 million U.S. Department of 

Energy grant.  The federal funding was 

matched with $15.34 million in funding 

from the Kentucky Department of 

Education, for a total of approximately 

$28 million over four years.  The federal 

funding paid the incremental cost of the 

hybrid system while the state funded the base cost of the buses as well as insurance and 

maintenance.  The new hybrid-electric school buses were placed in counties across the 

Commonwealth participating in the Hybrid Horsepower for Kentucky Schools project.   

Goals 

Data Collection 

A primary goal of this hybrid-electric school bus project was to provide real world data for a 

transportation sector that has seen little improvement in engine efficiency since the adoption of 

the diesel engine in the late 1970s. The hybrid-electric school buses use the Eaton hybrid 

system, and were expected to achieve 30-40% greater fuel efficiency.  Kentucky was selected as 

an ideal location for large scale deployment of hybrid-electric school buses because of the wide 

variation in terrain, including hilly, flat, urban, and rural bus routes.  The Kentucky Clean Fuels 

Coalition (KCFC) and the Kentucky Department of Education tracked monthly mileage and fuel 

data from 2011-2013, and made the data publicly available on KCFC’s website.   

Engagement, Education, and Training 

A second key goal of the Hybrid Horsepower for Kentucky Schools project was engagement of 

industry, student, educator, and other community stakeholders in exposure to the hybrid-

electric technology.  Bus and hybrid system manufacturers and the Kentucky Department of 

Education partnered to provide hands-on training to school district superintendents, 

transportation directors, mechanics, school bus drivers, students, and teachers about the hybrid 

school bus technology.  
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Hybrid School Bus Performance Results  

The program successfully placed 156 hybrid-electric school 

buses in thirty five districts across the Commonwealth of 

Kentucky, achieving an average 8.5 mpg and 35% greater 

fuel efficiency than the standard diesel school bus.  The 

highest cumulative miles per gallon achieved over the length 

of the project was 11.7 mpg.  The lowest cumulative miles 

per gallon was 6.8.   

 

The program has saved almost 200,000 gallons of fuel and saved school districts over $700,000.  

These fuel savings are expected to continue over the fourteen year life span of the vehicles.  The 

Hybrid Horsepower for Kentucky Schools project has logged over 4 million hybrid miles and 

provides a wealth of information for future hybrid-school bus deployment efforts across the 

nation.   

Program Details 

Methodology 

Full bus performance data can be accessed on the Kentucky Clean Fuels Coalition’s website.  The 

data were output directly from electronic control modules and submitted electronically by 

school districts on a monthly basis. Data was then manually keyed for entry into a master 

spreadsheet.  Data were accepted as submitted by the school districts, but were cleaned for 

outliers to identify manual entry errors.  Numerous manual resets of some electronic control 

modules resulted in inconsistent reported cumulative figures, so cumulative figures were 

calculated using sums of monthly reported data.  Annual and project end average hybrid miles 

per gallon were calculated using reported miles and gallons, and not an average of all monthly 

reported miles per gallon. 

Bus Procurement  

Kentucky’s unique and highly efficient master agreement procurement process enabled the 

hybrid-electric system to be included in procurement orders from bus manufacturers.    

To announce the funding opportunity a Request for Assistance (RFA) was posted on the 

Kentucky Department of Education’s website for each of the four procurement cycles for school 

districts to apply for funding.   The Kentucky Commissioner of Education also included the RFAs 

in the e-newsletter sent to superintendents across the state.  In addition, KCFC promoted the 

RFAs in its e-newsletter, on its website, and at conferences and workshops across the state.   

8.5 mpg 

35% more efficient 

http://kentuckycleanfuels.org/projects/hybrid-horsepower/performance-data/
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School districts completed applications that were then reviewed by a Department of Education 

committee.  Once schools were notified that funding was approved they selected ThomasBuilt 

or International buses , signed purchase contracts with manufacturers, and ordered the buses.   

While battery replacement was not included in the funding, a five year warranty on the hybrid 

system was provided by Eaton. 

Bus Placement 
156 hybrid-electric buses were placed in 35 districts throughout Kentucky, representing various 

urban and rural routes and hilly and flat terrains.  The map and table below detail how many 

hybrid-electric buses of each type, ThomasBuilt (TB) or International (IC) were placed in each 

participating district.  

35 districts and number of hybrid buses: 

 
Allen County (1 TB)  
Bardstown Independent (1 IC) 
Barren County (2 IC) 
Bath County (3 IC) 
Boone County (2 TB) 
Breathitt County (12 TB) 
Bullitt County (5 IC) 
Burgin Independent (1 IC) 
Caldwell County (1 IC) 
Campbell County (1 IC) 
Corbin Independent (1 IC) 
Covington Independent (1 TB) 
Crittenden County (1 IC) 
Frankfort Independent (1 TB) 
Franklin County (1 TB) 
Garrard County (1 TB) 
Harlan Independent (1 IC) 
Hart County (1 IC) 
 

 
Jefferson County (34 TB, 16 IC) 
Kenton County (5 TB) 
LaRue County (4 TB) 
Madison County (6 TB) 
Marion County (1 TB) 
Martin County (1 TB) 
McCreary County (1 IC) 
Meade County (1 TB) 
Mercer County (2 IC) 
Montgomery County (1 IC) 
Pike County (37 TB) 
Simpson County (1 TB) 
Todd County (1 TB) 
Trigg County (1 TB) 
Warren County (4 TB) 
Whitley County (1 TB) 
Williamstown Independent (2 TB) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.kentuckycleanfuels.org/resources/hybridhorsepower-allen.htm
http://kycleanfuels.blogspot.com/2011/08/hybrid-school-bus-joins-fleet-in.html
http://www.kentuckycleanfuels.org/resources/hybridhorsepower-bath.htm
http://www.kentuckycleanfuels.org/resources/hybridhorsepower-boone.htm
http://www.kentuckycleanfuels.org/resources/hybridhorsepower-breathitt.htm
http://www.kentuckycleanfuels.org/news/newsstories/12-05-01-bullittbus.htm
http://www.kentuckycleanfuels.org/resources/hybridhorsepower-caldwell.htm
http://www.kentuckycleanfuels.org/resources/hybridhorsepower-corbin.htm
http://www.kentuckycleanfuels.org/resources/hybridhorsepower-covington.htm
http://kycleanfuels.blogspot.com/2011/11/hybrid-electric-school-bus-joins-fleet.html
http://www.kentuckycleanfuels.org/resources/hybridhorsepower-frankfort.htm
http://www.kentuckycleanfuels.org/resources/hybridhorsepower-franklin.htm
http://www.kentuckycleanfuels.org/resources/hybridhorsepower-jefferson.htm
http://www.kentuckycleanfuels.org/resources/hybridhorsepower-kenton.htm
http://www.kentuckycleanfuels.org/resources/hybridhorsepower-larue.htm
http://www.kentuckycleanfuels.org/resources/hybridhorsepower-madison.htm
http://www.kentuckycleanfuels.org/resources/hybridhorsepower-marion.htm
http://www.kentuckycleanfuels.org/resources/hybridhorsepower-martin.htm
http://www.kentuckycleanfuels.org/news/newsstories/12-03-30-meade-bus.htm
http://www.kentuckycleanfuels.org/resources/hybridhorsepower-mercer.htm
http://www.kentuckycleanfuels.org/resources/hybridhorsepower-montgomery.htm
http://www.kentuckycleanfuels.org/resources/hybridhorsepower-pike.htm
http://www.kentuckycleanfuels.org/resources/hybridhorsepower-simpson.htm
http://www.kentuckycleanfuels.org/resources/hybridhorsepower-todd.htm
http://www.kentuckycleanfuels.org/resources/hybridhorsepower-trigg.htm
http://www.kentuckycleanfuels.org/resources/hybridhorsepower-warren.htm
http://www.kentuckycleanfuels.org/resources/hybridhorsepower-whitley.htm
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Training, Education, and Engagement 

Over the length of the project over forty hands-on in person training sessions were provided to 

hundreds of people across the state.  Each of the thirty five districts receiving buses underwent 

training sessions provided by Eaton, 

the hybrid-system manufacturer.  

School district superintendents and 

transportation directors, technicians 

and first responders all received 

Eaton training.   In addition, Eaton 

provided three additional training 

sessions to certify school district 

technicians to work on the hybrid-

electric system. 

The National Energy Education 

Development (NEED) project 

provided three cross-disciplinary 

curriculum trainings for primary and 

secondary school teachers.  

Approximately 70 teachers across 40 

districts received cross-disciplinary K-12 hybrid system curriculum training in 2012-2013, 

including Science, Math, English, and Social Studies. 

The ongoing data collection process required continuous engagement between the Kentucky 

Clean Fuels Coalition, the Kentucky 

Department of Education, the 

Kentucky Department of 

Transportation, and school district 
When I heard I would be getting one of the new hybrid 

buses, needless to say I was a bit skeptic. Upon receiving 

the hybrid bus, I along with several others was in-serviced 

on the bus. We had a classroom session and actual driving 

session. At that time, that was when I decided I wanted to 

have the best MPG in Pike County. One of our Driver 

Trainers drove a hybrid for a month on a regular run to see 

what he could get mileage wise. The techs retrieved the 

information from his bus. He was at 12.5 MPG. That WAS 

the best up to that time. Then they read my bus information. 

Better than 13MPG. This bus is quiet to drive. My bus was in 

for service and I drove another bus. I could not wait to get 

my hybrid back.”  

-- Joan Hampton, 2012 Driver of the Year,  

Pike County,KY. 
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Transportation Directors. 

 

Technician Training 

• All 35 districts receiving hybrid 

buses underwent technician 

training by Eaton. 

• 10 districts opted for extended 

training to certify their own 

technicians to service the Eaton 

system. 

 

Transportation Training 

• All superintendents from the 35 

districts receiving hybrid buses 

were present during day of delivery 

trainings. 

 

Teacher Training 

• Approximately 70 teachers across 

40 districts received cross-

disciplinary K-12 hybrid system 

curriculum training in 2012-2013, 

including Science, Math, English, 

and Social Studies. 

• The National Energy Education Development (NEED) project provided cross-disciplinary 

curriculum training for primary and secondary school teachers 

  

I used several of the [hybrid-electric school bus] lessons, and 

they fit perfectly with the science standards last year.  I loved 

and used many of the activities shared. I plan on using the 

hybrid data more this year.  

– A 6th grade teacher in Boone County, KY 
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NEED Curriculum Examples 
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First Responder Training 

• Over 70 fire, police, and ambulance first 

responders were trained on the hybrid 

technology across 35 districts. 

 

 

  

 

 

Conclusion 
The Hybrid Horsepower in Kentucky hybrid school bus project successfully educated key 

stakeholders on hybrid electric bus technology, saved school districts fuel and money, 

and provided real life driving data.  Kentucky is now a national leader in the application 

of hybrid electric bus technology across school districts statewide.  
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Resources 
 

 

www.kentuckycleanfuels.org 

 

Hybrid Horsepower for Kentucky Schools 
 

 

National Energy Education 
Development Project (NEED)   

 

Primary 

         Hybrid Buses 

Elementary 

         Hybrid Buses 

Intermediate 

         Exploring Hybrid Buses 

Secondary 

         Exploring Hybrid Buses 

 

 

http://www.kentuckycleanfuels.org/
http://www.kentuckycleanfuels.org/resources/hybridhorsepower.htm
http://www.need.org/
http://www.need.org/
http://www.need.org/needpdf/HybridBuses.pdf
http://www.need.org/needpdf/HybridBuses.pdf
http://www.need.org/needpdf/ExploringHybridBuses.pdf
http://www.need.org/needpdf/ExploringHybridBuses.pdf
http://www.kentuckycleanfuels.org
http://www.kentuckycleanfuels.org/resources/hybridhorsepower.htm
http://www.need.org/

